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CITROËN C8: THE NEXT GENERATION OF EXECUTIVE MPV A NEW DRIVING EXPERIENCE

As well as the locking and unlocking

functions, the high-frequency ‘plip’

remote control has a clever extra

function that allows you to locate

your vehicle in busy car parks.

Rather impressively, on SX models

and above, the system can also

operate the side sliding rear doors.

Engage reverse gear and the rear parking sensors are

automatically activated, using ultrasound to signal the proximity

of an obstacle. Invaluable for modern-day city driving!

This parking assistance system comes as standard on Exclusive

and Exclusive Captain Chair versions and can be specified on

SX model, as part of the optional VIP pack.

The electric sliding side doors can be operated by the

front passengers. As an effective safety measure for C8

occupants and also any luggage, all doors including the

boot, lock automatically at any speed over 6mph.

In addition, a central locking button is located in the

overhead console at the front of the vehicle.

The standard electrically adjustable door mirrors will also

automatically retract when locking the vehicle to help you

park in a narrow parking space (SX models and above).

Standard on SX Auto, Exclusive and Exclusive Captain

Chair models, the C8's cruise control improves the

motorway driving experience by maintaining the speed 

of the vehicle at the pre-programmed speed,

whatever the gradient.

The speed limiter allows you to set a maximum speed

whenever you wish. A firm ‘kick-down’ on the accelerator

is all that’s needed to cancel this function temporarily

and allow you to accelerate. As soon as the speed of the

car falls back below the speed originally set, the limiter

cuts back in again automatically.

C8 Exclusive and Exclusive Captain Chair 

models boast programmable settings for the driver’s seat.

On unlocking the vehicle, this enables you to get back

instantly to your memorised position. Furthermore, both

heated driver’s and front passenger’s seats can be

electrically adjusted for your optimum comfort.

So, you’re sitting comfortably. In front of you is a

dashboard like you have never seen before. And

with all the functionality at your fingertips, you have

the best environment in which to be relaxed, to be

alert and, most of all, to be in complete control.

Add to this the Citroën C8’s electronic systems

that use innovative multiplexing technology, and no

other executive MPV in the market can match the

C8’s complete package of advanced features.

Luxury-car features that add up to the highest

standards of comfort and safety, but most of all to

an unparalleled driving experience.
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The trouble is, some may want to heat it up and

others to cool it down. Either way, the C8 has it

covered. As you would expect, all models feature

automatic digital air conditioning. But our 

advanced system has been designed to give each

occupant control over their own zone’s climate.

Seven front air vents facilitate independent

temperature control for the driver and front

passenger.The second and third rows of seats (from

SX models) are each serviced by four air vents, to

ensure air-flow throughout the rest of the cabin.

Also included as part of the air conditioning 

system is a clever sensor that automatically 

adjusts the air temperature according to the

intensity of direct sunlight.

This is only one of the many C8 features 

that helps offer the same level of comfort for all 

on board, while also responding to the

requirements of each individual.

An anti-theft RDS stereo radio/CD player with

separate display comes as standard on all C8 models.

Listen. Look. Speak. In a word: communicate,

your car is made for it. More than any other car

in its class, C8 offers an entire range of

advanced audio/telematic equipment, from the

radio/CD player and the CD autochanger to the

integrated hands-free GSM phone via a voice-

synthesis GPS Satellite Navigation system and

even, as an additional accessory, a multi-media

video screen for the rear passengers.

All NaviDrive functions are easily

controlled via the dials and a

rotary control, conveniently

situated on the central console.

NEW STANDARD FOR LIFE ON-BOARD

With 8 speakers (2x2 woofers and 2x2 tweeters) spread throughout the cabin and volume that adjusts automatically according

to the vehicle speed, the C8 radio/CD player allows you to fully appreciate the music of your choice.

COMFORT IN ALL ITS FORMS



AN EVENING OUT A WEEKEND BREAK



The Citroën C8 can adapt with ease to cater for the

changing demands of your lifestyle.The three rows

of seating can accommodate up to eight people.Most

models feature seven individual full-size seats, with top

of the range models offering six leather Captain’s

Chairs incorporating adjustable armrests. A third-row

three-seat passenger bench can also be specified at no

cost (LX and SXonly).All individual rear seats are rake

and reach adjustable and, thanks to a broad high

backrest that is slightly curved at the base, they also

provide excellent lumbar support.

COMFORT AND FLEXIBILITY



There’s plenty of space to move around inside the

C8.You can put it down to the huge variety of seat

configurations (you can join them together, reverse

them around or take them out completely!). And

to the generous dimensions of the cabin. And to

the completely flat expanse of floor. And to the

positioning of the gear lever on the dashboard

rather than being floor mounted. And to the

swivelling front seats on SX models and above.And

to the third row passenger bench seat optional on

all LX and SX models. It all adds up to an

abundance of freedom.

THE FREEDOM OF SPACE
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A PLACE FOR EVERYTHING ...

With more than fifty compartments, the C8

abounds with all the storage you could ever need.

And although the interior is amply spacious, we’ve

still used some rather clever design devices to

provide a positive plethora of compartments to

enhance your travelling experience. You could

almost take the kitchen sink with you!

For example, there’s the up-front shuttered

compartments, the 7.5 litre area for CDs, the

spaces for the likes of glasses, keys, mobile phone,

pens and the capacious door panel pockets. And all

that’s just in the front seating area! Such attention

to detail really does set the Citroën C8 apart from

the rest of the pack and is symptomatic of the

supreme attention to detail you can expect.

AND EVERYTHING IN ITS PLACE

On SX models and above,

the area beneath the front

passenger seat provides 

yet another useful storage area.

On Exclusive and Exclusive

Captain Chair models,

you can also access the area

under the driving seat.

The back of the front seats house

aircraft-style tables with integrated

cup-holders. Need to do a little

work on the laptop or know

someone who needs to get down

to some serious crayoning? 

Just fold the rear seats down 

and you have a compact 

but practical desktop.

The all-encompassing boot net means 

that those packages don’t end up all over the place.

The generous boot features a parcel shelf 

that also acts to shield your luggage from view.

As you might expect, the Citroën C8’s boot has

been designed with optimum capacity and

practicality firmly in mind. As well as a parcel shelf,

the boot is fitted with useful floor and pillar-

mounted lashing eyes. Then there’s the boot net

that you can position horizontally, to secure your

cargo to the floor, or as a hammock. And because

the seating is so flexible, you can increase the

luggage storage area from the standard 225 litres

(with the rear seats in situ) up to a whopping 2,948 litres.

Check it out. The Citroën C8 provides a host of

storage compartments.Your only problem may be

remembering where you put what!

As well as the front passenger glove box, there are two extra glove

boxes conveniently housed in the upper part of the dashboard with

anti-noise and anti-slip linings. On Exclusive and Captain Chair

models, the front seats also carry map-retaining straps for those

forays away from the home patch.

The front and rear door panels each contain a spacious

compartment which can, for instance, hold a can, a 1.5 litre bottle

or A4 documents. On Exclusive and Captain Chair models, there is

also a useful removable bin.

The lower central console is home 

to a multi-use pivoting drawer.

There are two cup-holders, a removable

ashtray and a cigar lighter that doubles 

as a 12v power socket. At the bottom 

of the drawer is an air-conditioned 

section for keeping those cans 

deliciously cool.

The front passenger glovebox 

is smart and functional.



THE HEART THAT POWERS C8

FROM HDi 110HP TO 136HP
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PARTICULATE FILTER

NEW 6 SPEED GEARBOX

PETROL SOPHISTICATION   DIESEL DISCRETION

And when it comes to diesel, the Citroën C8

offers the cream of the crop in the form of two

high-pressure direct injection HDi engines. All the

HDi engines provide impressive levels of power

yet offer surprisingly frugal fuel economy and

CO2 emission. You’ll notice considerably reduced

noise and vibration and there’s outstanding

torque at low revs… indeed throughout the rev

band. Furthermore, the majority of these engines

are fitted with the ground-breaking Particulate

Filter, which substantially reduces emissions to a

level well below the current EU environmental

prescribed limits.

Combining performance with a responsibility

towards the environment, the Citroën C8 engines

can rival the best in their class. Just take a look at

these ‘vital statistics’.

The 2.0i 16V petrol develops 143hp at 6,250 rpm

and packs a maximum torque of 143lb.ft at 4,000 rpm.

It also delivers an impressive level of power and

torque at intermediate revs.

Depending on trim level, this engine can be

coupled with a sequential auto-adaptive

automatic transmission.

The new 6 speed manual gearbox, available on

the 2.0HDi 16V engine, gives you the full benefit

of its 136hp, whatever the conditions. With its

closer ratios, driving becomes more precise and

acceleration is more responsive, giving you

power at your fingertips. With its maximum

torque of 221 lb.ft at 2000 rpm, you can drive

with confidence.

An automatic

gearbox is

available on the C8

2.0i SX petrol, and

the 2.0HDi 16V

110hp SX,

Exclusive and

Exclusive Captain

Chair models.



AN EYE FOR DETAIL ...  A HEA LTHY OBSESSION WITH SAFETY
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SAFE AND SECURE

A FOCUS ON SAFETY

YOU’RE IN CONTROL

You’re in the driving seat and you’re in control.

In fact, it’s never been easier to be in complete

control with the Citroën C8.

Electronic Stability Programme (ESP)

ESP shows its full worth when cornering.

The on-board Electronic Control Unit, ECU,

monitors the progress of the vehicle through a

bend and ensures complete stability and control by

instantly adjusting the engine revs and braking

system, if required. It can prove to be invaluable for

those momentary lapses of concentration or when

driving an unfamiliar route. ESP comes as standard

across the C8 range.

Traction control

This comes into play when pulling away on poor

road surfaces when getting a grip can prove to be

a problem. If any of the wheel sensors detect the

first signs of a skid, the brake is automatically

applied at just the right level to alleviate the

problem and supply optimum vehicle response.

Traction control is linked to the ESP system and

comes as standard across the C8 range.

Emergency Braking Assistance (EBA)

EBA comes as standard across the range.

Research shows that in an emergency situation

many drivers don’t use the brakes to their full

capacity. EBA cleverly compensates for this by first

detecting whether the brakes have been suddenly

and sharply applied. It then automatically operates

the brakes to their full force and at the same time

activates the rear hazard warning lights. And all in

the blink of an eye.

ABS with Electronic Braking Distribution

The ABS with EBD systems work in tandem to

ensure that not only do the brakes avoid locking,

but the braking power is also automatically

adjusted wheel by wheel to avoid skidding or even

spinning on the road. ABS with EBD is standard

across the range.

When it comes to airbags, C8 is streets ahead of

the competition. As a standard across the range,

there’s an impressive total of six. The driver’s and

front passenger’s have two levels of activation

according to the force of the impact and the front

passenger’s can also be independently de-activated

if a rear-facing child seat is in situ. Front seat chest

protection is ensured by two front lateral airbags

and the C8 is the very first executive MPV to

feature as standard two side window airbags, which

protect the heads of all the side occupants.

Once under way and travelling at over 6mph, the

C8 automatically locks the boot and all the doors

so occupants and also baggage are completely

secure.And there’s an additional button in the front

overhead console that controls the central 

locking function.

Needless to say, this automated central locking

function is completely adaptable and can be de-

activated at any time by the driver or adult front

passenger via the central console. A message on

the multi-function central display indicates the

prevailing central locking status.

C8 is the first executive MPV to offer automatic headlamp

activation in poor light and heavy rain as standard on SX models

and above. Another first are automatic ‘Guide me home’

headlamps, which can stay on for 30 seconds to see you safely out

of a dark car park or garage.

In the event of sudden and strong deceleration the hazard

lights are automatically activated, giving the drivers behind a

timely warning.

SX models and above are equipped as standard with an extra

folding rear view, child surveillance mirror.

As well as oozing style, the C8's headlamps also

provide an exceptional level of visibility in all

conditions. Thanks to a double headlight system

that combines 'elliptical' technology for the

dipped headlight function with 'parabolic'

complex-surface technology for the full

headlights, the resulting projected light beams

have the most appropriate and optimum intensity,

reach and penetration characteristics.

What's more, Exclusive and Exclusive Captain's

chair models adapt Bi-Xenon technology for main

beam functionality as well as dipped.
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MAKE YOUR CHOICE

C8 LX 

2.0i 16V 143hp – 2.0HDi 16V 120hp

Body colour painted bumper skirts and door mirrors • Blackout tailgate

window • ‘Aluminium’ effect inserts on dashboard and front door panels

• ‘Aluminium’ effect dial and air conditioning surrounds • Twin rear sliding side

doors • Automatic digital dual-zone air conditioning • 2 square metre

windscreen • Electric front windows with one-touch operation

• Five full size individual, sliding, foldable and removable rear seats

• Quickfix® instant anchorage system • Up to fifty storage compartments,

including air conditioned storage compartment at the bottom of the centre

console • Dashboard mounted gear lever • 3-in-1 glass sphere centre

instruments for speedometer, rev counter, fuel level and coolant temperature

• Multi-function display with on-board trip computer • Electrically adjustable

and heated door mirrors • Integrated front fog lights • Anti-theft RDS stereo

radio/CD player with eight speakers and steering mounted controls

• ABS with EBD and Emergency Braking Assistance (EBA) • Electronic Stability

Programme (ESP) and traction control • Driver’s, front passenger’s, front lateral

and side window airbags • Seven 3-point inertia reel seat belts with force

limiters on front and two outer middle seats • High frequency remote control

central locking with deadlocks and dashboard mounted controls 

• Multi-function plip remote control: locking, locating, unlocking

C8 SX 

2.0i 16V 143hp  – 2.0i 16V Automatic 143hp – 2.0HDi 16V 120hp – 

2.0HDi 16V Automatic 110hp – 2.0HDi 16V 136hp 6 speed

Key standard equipment over LX

Body colour painted bumpers and side rubbing strips • Electric twin rear

sliding side doors with anti-pinch function • Automatic digital tri-zone air

conditioning • 2 square metre heat-reflecting windscreen • Electric middle

windows with one-touch operation • Retractable middle window and quarter

light sunblinds • Additional folding rear view mirror for child surveillance

• Adjustable and folding front seat armrests • Aircraft style tables on back of

front seats • Automatic folding door mirrors • Electrochrome rear view mirror

• Automatic rain sensitive windscreen wipers • Automatic illumination of

driving lights • ‘Guide-me-home’ headlamps • Two multi-function plip remote

control: locking, locating, unlocking and separate opening of electric twin rear

sliding side doors • Anti-theft alarm • Cruise control and speed limiter (on

Automatic models)

C8 EXCLUSIVE 

2.0i 16V 143hp – 2.0HDi 16V Automatic 110hp – 

2.0HDi 16V 136hp 6 speed

Key standard equipment over SX

‘Aluminium’ effect rear spoiler with integrated roof bars • Alloy wheels

• Leather steering wheel and gear lever knob • Beige full Alcantara®

upholstery • Electric front seats with programmable driver’s seat memory

setting • Heated front seats • Cruise control and speed limiter 

• Rear parking sensors • Bi-Xenon headlamps with washer jets

• Tyre pressure warning

C8 EXCLUSIVE CAPTAIN CHAIR 

2.0HDi 16V Automatic 110hp – 2.0HDi 16V 136hp 6 speed

Key standard equipment over Exclusive

Blackout side windows (row 2 & 3) • Three electric slide/tilt sunroofs with

sunblinds • Four full size individual, sliding, foldable and removable rear

‘Captain Chair’ seats with adjustable and folding armrests

•Beige full leather upholstery
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POLAR WHITE ETHYL GREEN (M) ROYAL BLUE (M)IMPERIAL BLUE (*)

IRON GREY (P)

CALYPSO BLUE (P) GUNMETAL (M)ARCTIC STEEL (M)DEEP RED (P)

(*)Available on LX only. Option: (M) Metallic paint, (P) Pearlescent paint.

CITROËN UK LIMITED 
221 Bath Road
Slough SL1 4BA

Freephone: 0800 262262
www.citroen.co.uk

NOTE: As Citroën vehicles are marketed in the EU,
their specifications may vary from one country to
another. For details relating to the specification of
equipment for each model in the Citroën range,
please refer to the “Product and Technical
Information Booklet”, or ask for information at your
Citroën New Vehicle Sales Dealer. 

This document concerns only those vehicles
marketed in the EU. Information on the models
and their features correspond to the specifications
at the date of publication of this document; they
cannot be considered as contractual. Citroën
reserves the right to modify the features and
specifications of the models presented, without
prior notice and without any obligation to update
this document.

The bodywork colours shown are for information
only, as the printing techniques do not allow the
colours to be faithfully reproduced. If, despite the
care taken in producing this catalogue, you think
there is an error, please do not hesitate to contact
us, directly via ukcustomer_relations@citroen.com.

Automobiles Citroën, confirms that, in accordance
with the provisions of the EEC directive no.
2000/53/EC of 18 December 2000 relating to End
of Life Vehicles, that it has achieved the objectives
set by the latter and that recycled materials are
used in manufacturing the products that it markets.

The Citroën Website contains full information on
all Citroën products and offers available in the UK,
together with details of our environmental and
recycling policies. The site address is:
http://www.citroen.co.uk

Création et réalisation : Euro RSCG

Edition : ALTAVIA PRODITY

Imprimé en U.E. 06/06
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Nothing moves

you like a

Citroën

CITROËN CARE FOR CAR AND DRIVERBODY COLOURS

The vehicles shown in this brochure may include optional equipment. Please consult your New Car Dealer

or refer to the C8 Product and Technical Information leaflet for full details.

INTERIOR TRIM

CALM :

WOVEN GREY YMER / NOKIMAT CLOTH

VIP :

BEIGE ALCANTARA®

VIP :

BEIGE LEATHER

COCOON :

GREY CASHMERE / POINTIL MOHAIR VELOUR 

MEDITERRANEAN BLUE (M)

A network of Citroën New Car Dealers,
Authorised Repairers and Parts Distributors 
are equipped and trained to meet the needs 
of today’s Citroën customer.

Dealers can offer advice on vehicle funding; via
Citroën Contract Motoring with packages such as
Contract Hire, Finance Lease or Lease Purchase for
Business Users, or via Citroën Financial Services with
Hire Purchase or Elect 3 Personal Contract Purchase
for Retail buyers.

In addition Authorised Repairers have a team of
technicians skilled in the care and maintenance of
Citroën products.

Citroën Elect 3
With the Elect 3 Personal Contract Purchase
Scheme, you decide on the model which best suits
your motoring needs, then set your preferred
contract period and anticipated annual mileage.
At the end of the contract period you have the
added flexibility of part exchanging the car for
another new Citroën, purchasing the vehicle or
simply returning it.

Citroën DRIVENOW Personal Lease
DRIVENOW Personal Lease is an innovative way to
drive a new Citroën based on usage rather than
ownership. Simply choose the right car for you and
arrange to lease the vehicle over a four year period.
With Citroën Assistance,Wear and Tear and
Extended Warranty included as standard for the full
term of the agreement, most unforeseen costs, that
can prove difficult to predict and budget for, are
taken care of. DRIVENOW Personal Lease is the
hassle free motoring solution.

Citroën Fleet and Business Sales
All Citroën New Car Dealers are dedicated to
meeting the specialist needs of both the fleet and
business buyer.
Their comprehensive service can include advice on
important business vehicle decisions, such as
alternative acquisition methods, disposal of existing
cars and vans, priority servicing and much more.
In short, their expertise aims to provide a 'total
transport solution' for all your fleet or business
vehicle needs. If you would like to contact Citroën
direct for further information, please call Citroën
Fleet Connect on 08457 940 940.
Or look us up at: http://www.citroen.co.uk/fleet

Citroën Advantage
Whether you intend to keep your new Citroën for
more than 3 years or simply plan to drive more than
60,000 miles during its first three years, Citroën
Advantage represents a superb solution to protect
your investment. Citroën Advantage is an extended
warranty that offers a very similar level of cover to
the manufacturer's warranty and can be paid for by 
a single upfront payment.

For more information, please contact your
Citroën dealer or call 0800 587 9808.
Citroën Advantage is underwritten by Pinnacle

Insurance plc. Conditions apply.

Citroën Maintenance
What if you could relax, safe in the knowledge that
for a small one off fee or low monthly payment,

Citroën Maintenance will cover all of your routine
servicing, replace wear and tear items and provide
you with roadside assistance cover to keep you
moving.You pick the period and specify the 
mileage.This is complete motoring peace of 
mind on your terms...

For more information, contact your Citroën New
Vehicle Dealer or Authorised Repairer.

Citroën Assistance
In response to a free telephone call, Citroën
Assistance brings rapid expert roadside assistance to
you in an emergency. It comes free of charge for a
full year and operates 24 hours a day in all parts of
the UK and Europe. Services include nationwide
recovery for both car and passengers, a home call
service, replacement vehicle, hotel accommodation
and vehicle storage if required. Citroën Assistance
applies to all vehicles registered from 01/01/05.
Please note, Citroën Assistance only applies to
incidents covered by the new vehicle warranty.
Full details are available on request from Citroën UK
via cukcustomer_relations@citroen.com

Comprehensive Warranty
Every new Citroën car offers the benefit of a 3
year* warranty package, plus a 12 year anti-
corrosion** warranty and a 3 year paint warranty.

Citroën Insurance
Citroën Insurance*** is the only motor insurance
designed exclusively for Citroën drivers and offers
tailored cover at a competitive price.
When the time comes to renew your insurance
cover, call Citroën Insurance on 0870 024 2725.
Lines open 8am – 8pm weekdays, 9am-5pm
Saturdays. Calls may be recorded.

Internet
The Citroën Website contains full information on all
Citroën products and offers available in the UK,
together with details of our environmental and
recycling policies.The site address is:
http://www.citroen.co.uk 
You can contact Citroën directly via
cukcustomer_relations@citroen.com

* 2 years' manufacturer's warranty. No-fee customer option

of 1 year's Dealer provided extended warranty, only on cars

sourced from Citroën UK Limited. Note: dealer provided

warranty is limited to 60,000 miles for cars and 100,000

miles for light commercial vehicles.

** Against all internal to external perforation to bodywork

or underbody on condition the car undergoes an inspection

by a Citroën franchised Dealer every two years from its

fourth anniversary.

*** Citroën Insurance is arranged by Banque PSA Finance

and underwritten by UK Insurance Limited. Conditions apply.

Full details available on request.

Credit subject to status and to over 18's only.

A guarantee may be required.Written quotations available

on request from Citroën Financial Services, Quadrant

House, Princess Way, Redhill, Surrey RH1 1QA. Citroën

Financial Services is a trading name of Banque PSA Finance.

Telephone calls may be recorded or monitored for training

or quality purposes.




